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POP' S Belgium: a first!
For the first time in Belgium, from Thursday 16th to Sunday August 19th, a POP
meeting happened at Skydive Spa in Belgium. 18 POP's moved to take part in it. The
countries represented were France, Germany, Great Britain, Switzerland and obviously
Belgium. At the menu 4 disciplines: sport accuracy, 6 speedstar, RW4 scramble and to
finish the Hit' N Rock.
By Guy Marceaux
This organization could be done thanks to the tenacity of Dominique Lawarree. Last year he
comes to Laval in France to get in touch with the POP' S France and to see how things were
organized. The committee of Skydive Spa followed him and thus the first Belgian POP's
meeting came out.
Everything was held in user-friendliness, recreation atmosphere and the good agreement
which makes the reputation of the POP. A beautiful weather supported this meeting. By
Thursday afternoon, the sport accuracy competition was launched. Eleven competitors take
part in it.
Almost with no wind, the jumps are keen, with difficulties for the competitors to stop the
canopies, especially the fastest ones. Chase more or less controlled and slips amuse the
judges. Prudence is obviously of rigor.
Thursday evening, according to POP's tradition, the meal is a potluck. Each one put at honor
the products of its area and it is gargantuan.
Only Friday the 17th the weather did not enable us to make the jumps envisaged. After one
rainy morning, favoring some visits of the region of SPA, we pass three rounds of RW 6
Scramble speed (instead of four). The exits and the time to form stars did not allow large
records. But, the participants really take pleasure.
Saturday the 18th, under the sun, we continue by four jumps of RW4 scramble. The relaxation
and the bursts of laughter are ensured when watching of the videos. The day ends with an
official reception meal, at the center.
The Sunday morning we finish the competition with the Hit and Rock. It is still a great
moment of relaxation and fun for this mythical test, really ludic.
During these four days, Andre Vanhaudenard, known as “Dédé”, the president of the club,
was the one-man band. He briefed the jumps in French and in English, play the videoman,
helped with the judgment, and he ensures the transport of the skydivers from the landing zone
to the hangar.
The communication of the results and the handing-over of medals take place Sunday
afternoon. The competitors set out again on their premises, extremely satisfied with this
cordial meeting.

Let us thank Dédé and Dominique for this first organization of the Belgian POP in the center
for Spa where the tandem is king. To intercalate the POP's among all these tandems is not a
small matter. But the POPs are not in a hurry and they adapted to the timing of the center.
Large thanks also to Raymonde with the embodiment of Martine and Gaby of the office for
their kindness and their patience.
Within sight of the positive returns, the organizers announce that a POP meeting 2019 will
come out certainly next year.
Results
Sporting Pa (total on 4 handles)
Suhr Roland - (D) - 18,60m
Marceaux Guy (F) - 39.17m
Lacroux Jean-Louis - (F) - 41.08m
6 speed (total on 3 handles)
Guyaux Johan (B), Hougland John (U.K.), Humbert Christian (F), Muller Anita (CH),
Thomas Francis (F), Cornils Volker (D) - 85 seconds
Bittenbring Granddad (D), Berdal Guy (F), Lacroux Jean-Louis (F), Marceaux Guy (F),
Haeusler Sigfried (D), Whyborn Michael (U.K.) - 109 seconds
Birlanga Adolphe (F), Flieger Horst (D), Laudin Patrick (B), Mailly Roland (B), Rimbault
Anne Sophie (F), Suhr Rola, Nd (D) - 123 seconds
VR-4 (total on 4 handles)
Lacroux Jean-Louis (B), Muller Anita (CH), Rimbault Anne Sophie (F), Suhr Roland (D) - 15
points
Berdal Guy (F), Humbert Christian (F), Mailly Roland (B) Whyborn Michael (U.K.) - 8
points
Birlanga Adolphe (F), Bittenbring Granddad (D), Haeusler Siegfried (D) Thoams Francis (F)
- 7 points.
Hit' N Rock'n'roll
Marceaux Guy (F) - 10.63 seconds
Muller Anita (CH) - 12.85 seconds
Birlanga Adolphe (F) - 12.91 seconds

